
 

Bioluminescent - Pokerdeck

The world is teeming with organisms capable of producing their own light. This
phenomenon is known as bioluminescence. The Bioluminescent playing cards
celebrate the various beings of the land, sea, and air that are capable of this
amazing and beautiful feat.

Designed by Douglas Fuchs, the Bioluminescent deck has 100% custom artwork
featuring sea creatures, insects, fungi, and more. All of the art of the backs,
faces, and the tuck box are accented by special UV ink that glows under a
backlight.

The box and back have a deep purple and blue color scheme. The court cards
and jokers each feature a different creature, while two included info cards label
the various species. All of your favorites are here - lightning bugs, angler fish,
and many you may not yet know!

Bioluminescent Playing Cards feature Penguin Magic's exclusive UltraLux™
Finish and AquaFlow™ Coating. The casino-grade European card stock and
perfect linen texture deliver a deck that handles like an absolute dream. The
cards are modern cut with smooth edges that provide just the right amount of
grip.

Printed with vegetable-based inks and water-based coating, the cards are planet-
friendly as well! Bioluminescent decks are soft enough to get to work straight out
of the box, but durable enough to meet the needs of a full-time magician, cardist,
or card sharp.

What's more - the Bioluminescent deck is a finely-cut stripper deck! The cards
are factory-cut using a special punch that gives the cards a slightly tapered
shape. Imperceptible to the naked eye, this becomes a powerful tool in the
magician's arsenal when one or more cards are reversed 180 degrees in the
deck!

Limited printing of only 2,500 decks
100% custom artwork by Douglas Fuchs
UV ink elements glow under backlight
UltraLux™ Finish with AquaFlow™ Coating
Modern cut with special tapered "Stripper Deck" shape
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Custom tuck box with inside & outside printing
Custom sticker seal
2 info cards included

Note: Backlight not included.
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